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Brand yourself and brand for life 
19 November 2014 Written by Karen Warner, Press the Point Images by Comms@Work 

 

Having a personal brand is important to all of us, not just big 

corporations with those big budgets to match. That’s the key 

message, Vanessa Vanderhoek told attendees at her recent 

Very Best Dressed workshop focused on first impressions, held 

at the Duxton in Canberra. 

A variety of Canberra’s executives from CEOs, corporate 

managers, consultants and public servants came along to get 

tips on how to make a lasting first impression in their business 

and careers.  

Vanessa got attendees thinking about their perception of themselves when meeting someone for the 

first time, the type of image they would like to put out there and practical tips on how to make that 

first impression last. 

Amongst her 10 insightful yet very practical tips, Vanessa urged 

delegates if they didn’t have a personal brand to get one.  

“To start with, we all need to work on having a successful personal 

brand and take on the head marketing role for yourself: Me Inc.,” 

she said.   

“We all take notice of corporate expectations in terms of dress and 

behavioural codes, but how often do we apply our own codes for 

Me Inc.?  Being clear, consistent and persistent with regards to 

selling our personal brand is essential,” said Vanessa.  

The workshop included Style Liberation’s Fiona Keary who gave tips on 

how to create a polished and professional look. “It’s important when 

making a great impression to eliminate the image breakers such as 

wearing ill-fitting clothes,” said Fiona. 

 

“You may have a great suit but if you don’t pay attention to the finishing 

touches, such as good quality accessories and grooming then you may 

let yourself down,” said Fiona. 

Understanding the dress code is also important and that there are guidelines written or unwritten for 

every industry and organisation. “Getting this right ensures that you meet client and colleague 

expectations,” said Fiona. 
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Fiona emphasised with attendees that presenting a polished look 

isn’t about personal attractiveness it’s about presenting the best 

version of yourself. 

Attendee, Michelle Stead who’s always keeping an eye on her next 

opportunity took away with her a few good tips especially around 

social media. 

“The tip about ‘googling’ people who you’re meeting with is 

something I had never thought of doing before but it sounds like a great idea to build rapport and 

help make that first impression,” she said. 

Another executive attending, Jane Bacot-Kilpatrick who meets with 

clients every day, said she is well aware that first impressions 

always count. 

“Whilst I’ve always been aware that attention to detail is important 

in delivering high quality work to clients, I had never really thought 

about it in the context of the way I present myself and having good 

quality accessories - despite having used a ‘good’ fountain pen for 

the last 20 years,” she said.  

But a real highlight from the Very Best Dressed workshop was over 

800 items of high quality work wear that was donated for the 

Communities@Work Social programs.  

CEO of Communities@Work, Lynne Harwood, explained that their 

Social Programs serve the most vulnerable and 

disadvantaged people in Canberra and the surrounding region by 

providing food and other essential services.  "This is done in a myriad 

of ways to provide a holistic approach and a continuum of care to 

more than 2,500 clients. 

“Over and above food pantries, food rescue and clothing, we provide a work readiness wrap-around 

service that includes job searching skills, training to write CVs, and mentoring around interview 

techniques to help people struggling to get a job, back into the 

workforce,” Ms Harwood said. 

“While initially our clothing service was really popular with women, we 

have found increasingly men are now using the service,” she said.  

“This fundraising and donating event organised by Career Inside Track 

and supported by Style Liberation has attracted some really high 

quality pre-loved business clothing and this is so appreciated by our 

program staff and will be of great benefit to those really keen to look 

just right for that next job interview.” Ms Harwood said. 

 

 

If you haven’t read yet, check out Vanessa’s latest blog “Your Personal Brand = Me Inc.”.  

http://www.careerinsidetrack.com/blog/2014/9/11/your-personal-brand-me-inc
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THANK YOU  

to everyone who attended donated clothes, prizes and those businesses that supported the event! 

 

Prizes were kindly donated by: 

 “Lunch with Luke Healy” the 3 times Iron Man and Partner at Ernst & Young Canberra 

 “Get fit for summer” 1 hour PT session with Jamie Morabito, Fitness First Deakin 

 6 tickets to the Comms@Work VIP Best Dressed function  

 $100 Style Liberation gift voucher  

 $100 Career Inside Track gift voucher 

The inaugural Very Best Dressed in Canberra was proudly supported by: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

Bin Barnier 

 


